
GLOSSARY
Characters:
Guy is a 25-year-old man who is trying his best in life
Despite being born and raised in an average family, he craved to be a hero
of a story. However, a bunch of poor choices later and he's living in a run
own city, unemployed. He’s getting desperate, unable to pay for his rent,
and unqualified for jobs as a college dropout with a record of trouble. He is
desperate for any job before he resorts to sleeping in his air-conditioned
truck. Until that one faithful day when he received a letter of a job offer that
will change his life forever. That job was a gas station worker in the middle
of a desert and about 180 miles away from the city with mediocre pay.
However, there's some good news, he is able to call his gas station his new
home, considering he's gonna be there 24/7, and with around some meal
options. The owner is paying for the gas and supplies, but he has to pay for
them if he's gonna use them. Now he lives there, unable to leave, because
of his financial situation and his hope to stride better crushed. At least there
are comics and an arcade to entertain him.

The parasite is a space worm that evolved into a parasite to survive
The parasite came from a meteorite that came from the destruction of
another planet, where its diet mostly consists of microorganisms and is a
brain parasite that somewhat helps its host in return. Funnily enough,
there's enough water to cover all of the eggs and freeze them over. Due to
their eggs' powerful heat resistance and in a pocket of ice, neither the entry
nor the crash landing on earth killed them. Due to their unique abilities and
alien nature upon being found by scientists, they’re taken in to be
experimented on. Despite their efforts of trying to find their true nature,
there are tons of experimental failures that they need to dispose of. The
substances are thrown into containers and taken to a truck, where they are
heading to a dump. However, one canister fell off and ended up at the gas
station, where the parasite will reawaken its instinct to survive and change a
degraded man’s life forever.

GAS STATION
A gas station in the middle of a desert. The guy is the main character and he
spends his weekdays working at the gas station. The condition of the gas
station, both inside and outside, is spotless, clean, and well organized. He



works as a cashier and completes other tasks. This gas station is where the
beginning of the game starts, and where Guy contracts the parasite from
eating a burrito. Afterward, Guy tells the parasite about his bucket list. This
is the point where the game starts.

CITY
The city is the second area in the game. It consists of a few shop fronts,
with a cityscape in the background.  Guy/Parasite participates in
mini-games, which relate to his bucket list. It will consist mostly of
non-aggressive NPCs and obstacles.

LABORATORY
The laboratory is the third level area of the game. This place will be
completely covered with aggressive NPCs that will try to block them from
achieving their goals. This is the place where the Guy and the parasite
complete Guy’s bucket list while also sending the parasite to a new home,
where they can thrive and maybe even reunite with their long-lost species.


